vTechDay

AGENDA

ICANN 70
2021-03-22

Zoom Webinar (Times in UTC)
Blocks 1 & 2

14:00 Opening Remarks: Lisse
14:10 DNS Monitoring with Anteater: Moura
14:30 The COMAR Project: Korczynski
15:00 Block Schedule “Networking”/Poll
15:30 NSEC3 to NSEC Transition of .NU: Wisser
15:50 RDAP Implementation at Netistrar: Robertshaw
16:10 DNSSEC Key Ceremony Toolset: Overeinder
16:40 ccTLD Security Practices: Bazlyankov
17:00 Block Schedule Break/Poll
Blocks 3 & 4

17:30 Homoglyph Domain Names: King
18:00 Host Presentation: Hernández
18:20 Email Address Internationalization: Wijayatunga
19:00 Closing Remarks: Filip
Poll 1

After the end of this first break you will be polled via Zoom:

• This (first) break
  • was beneficial and/or should be kept for future vTechDays
  • was not beneficial and/or should not be kept for future vTechDays
  • none of the above
Poll 2

After the end of this first break you will be polled via Zoom:

- This (second) break
  - was beneficial and/or should be kept for future vTechDays
  - was not beneficial and/or should not be kept for future vTechDays
  - none of the above